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Abstract: Nowadays, more and more computations, in artificial intelligence,
knowledge representation, and scientific computations to name a few, require
complex data processing and sophisticated algorithms, which are NP hard.
Solutions to such problems might range from succinct data representations to
parallelized and incremental algorithms. In this paper Catalan related problems
are discussed. For efficient computation of Catalan combinations a succinct
representation is used and several algorithms are developed. Results show that
the suggested approach can be successfully used for solving different Catalan
problems.
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1. Introduction

What have the following problems in common:

— How many balanced strings of n left and n right brackets exist?

— How many full binary trees with n internal nodes exist?
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— How many ways can a convex polygon with n + 2 sides be divided into
n triangles?

— How many monotonic paths exist in n × n grid?

— How many mountain ranges can you draw with n upstrokes and n down-
strokes?

Well, the solution to all of these problems is described by Catalan numbers
[16]. Albeit, different problems that can be described by Catalan numbers
are well studied by mathematicians, in the report [16] more than 60 different
problems have been identified, there are still problems in practical use.

However, to know the number of possible solutions is only a step towards
the final solution. In other words, only the size of the search space has been
identified. This search space then needs to be explored (exhaustively or heuris-
tically) by deterministic [8] or by stochastic algorithms [11] to find a particular
solution. For example, in grammatical inference [7] only a small fraction of all
possible derivation trees satisfy additional constraints (to parse positive sam-
ples and to reject negative samples) [6], [4]. Often search spaces are enormous,
for example when their sizes are given by the Catalan numbers. With the
increasing processing power of modern computers and by parallel/distributed
computing many problems can be solved today which were impossible to solve
ten years ago. However, to solve a problem with parallel/distributed com-
puting, algorithms need to be carefully developed to exploit different forms of
parallelism. Solutions of problems related to Catalan numbers are usually re-
cursively defined. This prevents us from exploiting straightforward parallelism.
In this paper all possible solutions (combinations) described by Catalan num-
bers are succinctly represented as a vector of numbers which can be computed
non-recursively. The main advantage of such representation is ease of use in
parallel/distributed processing and the ability that the same combination can
be differently interpreted depending on the underlying problem (e.g., full binary
trees, convex polygon triangulation, monotonic paths, tiling a stair step). The
developed algorithms systematically examine the whole search space, without
repetition of solutions, and are easy to implement and understand.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Introduction to Catalan num-
bers and a succinct representation of combinations are described in Section 2.
Algorithms to generate the next combination from the current combination and
from its index are presented in Section 3. Various transformations from this
succinct representation of Catalan combinations into underlying problem rep-
resentations are shown in Section 4. The paper concludes with Section 5, which
summarizes the contribution of the paper.
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2. Catalan Numbers and Enumeration of Combinations

The n-th Catalan number (Cn) can be calculated by the equation (see [17], [2]):

Cn =
(2n)!

(n + 1)!n!
. (1)

For a problem having Cn solutions to an instance of size n, we will speak of
each solution as a “combination”. For problem where n = 2 we have 2 different
combinations, with n = 4 we already have 14 combinations, and with n = 12
we have 208012 different combinations. The number of different combinations
for the first 12 Catalan numbers is shown in Table 1. Table 1 also describes the
Catalan triangle [14], which can be used for calculating Cn.

n Cn

1 1
2 2
3 5
4 14
5 42
6 132
7 429
8 1430
9 4862

10 16796
11 58786
12 208012

...
...

n

1 1 1

2 1 2 2

3 1 3 5 5

4 1 4 9 14 14

5 1 5 14 28 42 42

6 1 6 20 48 90 132 132

7 1 7 27 75 165 297 429 429

8 1 8 35 110 275 572 1001 1430 1430

9 1 9 44 154 429 1001 2002 3432 4862 4862

10 1 10 54 208 637 1638 3640 7072 11934 16796 16796

11 1 11 65 273 910 2548 6188 13260 25194 41990 58786 58786

12 1 12 77 350 1260 3808 9996 23256 48450 90440 149226 208012 208012

...
...

Table 1: Catalan numbers and Catalan triangle

The last number in each row of Catalan triangle (Table 1) represents Cn,
where n is the row number. If we duplicate the last number (italic in Table 1),
we can say that each element in the triangle is equal to the one above plus the
one to the left [14].

Even for small n, the number of all possible combinations becomes large
(Table 2). For example, the number of all balanced strings of 4 left and right
brackets is 14, the number of all possible triangulation of octagon is 132, and
the number of all possible full binary trees with 9 leaves is 1430.

From equation (1) we can calculate the number of different combinations,
but equation (1) does not tell us how to systematically describe all combina-
tions. By studying different problems a succinct representation of solutions that
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can be described by Catalan numbers has been identified. The combination

Pn = [x0, x2, .., xj , ..., xn−1]

represents valid solution of Cn if and only if:

1. ∀j; xj ≤ j; and

2. ∀j; xj ∈ Z
∗; and

3, ∀j, k; k > j ⇒ xk ≥ xj .

Proof. Let Pn = [x0, x2, .., xj , ..., xn−1] and Pn+1 = [x0, x2, .., xj , ..., xn−1, xn].
According to aforemention properties xn−1 ≤ xn. If xn−1 = i then xn ≥ i. Let
us construct the following table

n 0 1 2 . . .

1 a1,0 a1,1 a1,2 . . .

2 a2,0 a2,1 a2,2 . . .

3 a3,0 a3,1 a3,2 . . .
...

...
...

...
...

where ai,j denotes how many times the number j appears at position xi−1 in
Pi. Let ai,n = 0 if n ≥ i (due to the property (1)). We know that a1,0 = 1 and
a1,n = 0 if n > 0 (since P1 = [0] is only possibility).

There are as many xn = i in Pn+1 as there are xn−1 ≤ i in Pn. That
guarantees that all possibilities for xn = i are reached and the following equation
holds ai,j =

∑j
k=0 ai−1,k. Since

ai,j =

j∑

k=0

ai−1,k =

j−1∑

k=0

ai−1,k + ai−1,j = ai,j−1 + ai−1,j,

and a1,0 = 1 the above table represents Catalan triangle (ai,j is the sum of

the one above and the one of the left) with the property ai,j = (i−1+j)!(i−j)
j!i! for

0 ≤ j ≤ i. Hence, ai,i−1 = (2i−2)!1
i!(i−1)! = Ci−1. There are the same number (ai,i−1)

of xi−1 = i− 1 in Pi as there are all combinations in Pi−1. Therefore there are
exactly Ci−1 combinations in Pi−1 (or Ci in Pi).

A similar representation can be found in many combinatorial problems [13].
All valid combinations in lexicographic order for n = 4 and n = 5 are listed in
Table 2.

To be able to systematically search through combinations we enumerated
combinations by index i.

To achieve our goal stated in the introductory section we need to develop
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n = 4 n = 5
i combinationi

1 [0, 0, 0, 0]
2 [0, 0, 0, 1]
3 [0, 0, 0, 2]
4 [0, 0, 0, 3]
5 [0, 0, 1, 1]
6 [0, 0, 1, 2]
7 [0, 0, 1, 3]
8 [0, 0, 2, 2]
9 [0, 0, 2, 3]

10 [0, 1, 1, 1]
11 [0, 1, 1, 2]
12 [0, 1, 1, 3]
13 [0, 1, 2, 2]
14 [0, 1, 2, 3]

i combinationi i combinationi i combinationi

1 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0] 15 [0, 0, 1, 1, 1] 29 [0, 1, 1, 1, 1]
2 [0, 0, 0, 0, 1] 16 [0, 0, 1, 1, 2] 30 [0, 1, 1, 1, 2]
3 [0, 0, 0, 0, 2] 17 [0, 0, 1, 1, 3] 31 [0, 1, 1, 1, 3]
4 [0, 0, 0, 0, 3] 18 [0, 0, 1, 1, 4] 32 [0, 1, 1, 1, 4]
5 [0, 0, 0, 0, 4] 19 [0, 0, 1, 2, 2] 33 [0, 1, 1, 2, 2]
6 [0, 0, 0, 1, 1] 20 [0, 0, 1, 2, 3] 34 [0, 1, 1, 2, 3]
7 [0, 0, 0, 1, 2] 21 [0, 0, 1, 2, 4] 35 [0, 1, 1, 2, 4]
8 [0, 0, 0, 1, 3] 22 [0, 0, 1, 3, 3] 36 [0, 1, 1, 3, 3]
9 [0, 0, 0, 1, 4] 23 [0, 0, 1, 3, 4] 37 [0, 1, 1, 3, 4]

10 [0, 0, 0, 2, 2] 24 [0, 0, 2, 2, 2] 38 [0, 1, 2, 2, 2]
11 [0, 0, 0, 2, 3] 25 [0, 0, 2, 2, 3] 39 [0, 1, 2, 2, 3]
12 [0, 0, 0, 2, 4] 26 [0, 0, 2, 2, 4] 40 [0, 1, 2, 2, 4]
13 [0, 0, 0, 3, 3] 27 [0, 0, 2, 3, 3] 41 [0, 1, 2, 3, 3]
14 [0, 0, 0, 3, 4] 28 [0, 0, 2, 3, 4] 42 [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]

Table 2: Catalan combinations for n = 4 and n = 5

algorithms which can generate a valid combination from the previous combina-
tion as well as from index i. Both algorithms are presented in the next section.

3. Catalan Algorithms for the Succinct Representation

In this section two array based algorithms are presented. First, we present an
algorithm which is able to produce combinationi from combinationi−1. The
second algorithm is able to produce combinationi from i.

3.1. Setting the Next Combination

Algorithm 1 calculates the next combination from the previous one, except for
the last and the first combination. The first combination is filled with zeros and
labeled as combination1. The data structure used to represent a combination
is an array of length n. As input to the algorithm the combination P is given.
As a result the next valid combination is calculated. The algorithm works
by trying to change the input combination from the right to the left side and
satisfy combination representation rules. It starts by setting index to the last
position (line 3) and moving towards the zero position (line 16) in repeat loop.
If a value at a selected index can be increased (first rule; line 5), the value is
increased and all elements to the right from the current index are set to this
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value (second rule; lines 7-13). After the first successful change the algorithm
stops (line 14). In the case where we wish to change the last combination, the
algorithm returns false.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for calculating next combination from combination P

1 function setNextCombination (P)
2 begin

3 index = length (P)−1;
4 repeat

5 i f P[ index ] < index
6 begin

7 inc (P[ index ] ) ;
8 cu r r en t = index+1;
9 while cu r r en t < l ength (P)

10 begin

11 P[ cur ren t ] = P[ index ] ;
12 inc ( cu r r en t ) ;
13 end ;
14 return true ;
15 end ;
16 dec ( index ) ;
17 until index==0;
18 return fa l se ;
19 end ;

With n = 3 the sequence of combinations can be calculated:

[0, 0, 0] → [0, 0, 1] → [0, 0, 2] → [0, 1, 1] → [0, 1, 2]

3.2. Creating a Combination from its Index i

In order to divide the search space into equal or nearly equal parts we need
to be able to calculate combinationi directly from its index i (unranking). For
n = 3 we would like to calculate the following combinations:

1 → [0, 0, 0], 2 → [0, 0, 1],
3 → [0, 0, 2], 4 → [0, 1, 1], 5 → [0, 1, 2].
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j 4 3 2 1 0

4 1
3 1 2
2 1 3 5
1 1 4 9 14
0 1 5 14 28 42

Figure 1: Catalan triangle (CT )

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for calculating combinationi from index i

1 function createCombination (CT, n , i )
2 begin

3 i n t P[ n ] ;
4 dec (n ) ;
5 pos = 0 ;
6 s e l e c t e d = 0 ;
7 P[ pos ] = s e l e c t e d ;
8 inc ( pos ) ;
9 while pos<=n

10 begin

11 while CT[ n−s e l e c t e d ] [ n−pos ]< i
12 begin

13 i=i−CT[ n−s e l e c t e d ] [ n−pos ] ;
14 inc ( s e l e c t e d ) ;
15 end ;
16 P[ pos ] = s e l e c t e d ;
17 inc ( pos ) ;
18 end ;
19 return P;
20 end ;

To achieve this the Catalan triangle (CT ) is used. The CT describes number
of different combinations that can be generated by using same part of combina-
tion. For example, in Figure 1 number 42 in the column 0 and row 0 describes
the fact that 42 combinations exists with schema 0**** (* means element is not
defined by current column). If we move forward to the column 1 (column index
in Figure 1), number 28 in row 0 describes the fact that 28 combinations exist
with schema 00***, and number 14 in row 1 (column 1) describes the fact that
14 combinations exist with schema 01***. Next in column 2 schema for row
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0 is 000**, in row 1 (column 2) schemas are 001** (moving left, left, up) and
011** (moving left, up, left) and in row 2 (column 2) shemas are 002** and
012**. In column 3 schema for row 0 is 0000*, in row 1 (column 3) schemas
are 0001*, 0011* and 0111*, etc.

Algorithm 2 implements above logic. It generates the i-th combination from
the Catalan triangle (CT ) of dimension n ∗ n.

The suggested algorithms are easy to implement. On the other hand, both
algorithms are very efficient since memory and time consumption are small.
Both algorithms, “setNextCombination” and “createCombination” have sim-
ilar time complexity. At first glance both algorithms have nested loops, so
complexity should be O(n2), but closer examination shows that the first algo-
rithm, because of the return statement in the nested loop has a maximum of
(n− 1)+ (n− 2) loop iterations; therefore complexity is O(n). Similarly, in the
second algorithm, where the nested loop is used for moving up in CT and maxi-
mum number of iterations is (n−1)+(n−1), complexity is again O(n). An even
closer examination suggests that the first algorithm is faster than the second,
because minimum iterations in the loop is 1 (in case where the most right value
in combination is increased by one), and minimum of iterations in the second
algorithm is n − 1. Average calculated iterations for the first algorithm with
n ∈ [3..15] was less than 1.8 iterations and for the second algorithm less than
14.6 iterations. Space complexity in both algorithms is the same (integer array
with length n), but the second algorithm has a disadvantage because in the
beginning we need additional space for CT matrix (size n×n). We recommend
to use the first algorithm for fast segment search and the second algorithm to
pick a random combination or to find a starting combination for the first one.

4. Transformation from a Combination to Underlying Problem

Presentation

Since we used a single representation of Catalan combinations the next step
is to show how to transform it to an underlying problem presentation. Several
different problems: full binary trees, convex polygon triangulation, monotonic
paths, and tiling a stair step have been selected to show that this mapping is
problem specific.
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4.1. Full Binary Trees

Full binary trees, also called proper binary trees, are trees in which every node
has zero or two children [12]. They are used in grammatical inference as deriva-
tion trees [4], in Huffman coding for character’s frequency encoding [9], in a
binary decision diagram (BDD) as data structure for representing a truth table
[1]. The Catalan number Cn describes number of different full binary trees
with n + 1 leaves. Transformation from a Catalan combination into a tree is
described with Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Creating a full binary tree from Catalan combination P

1 function decodeCombinationIntoTree (P)
2 begin

3 VE = in i tVectorE lements ( l ength (P)+1) ;
4 for ( j = length (P)−1; j >=0; j−−)
5 begin

6 pos = P[ j ] ;
7 newE = jo i n (VE[ pos ] , VE[ pos +1 ] ) ;
8 removeElement (VE, pos+1);
9 removeElement (VE, pos ) ;

10 insertElement (VE, newE ) ;
11 end ;
12 return lastElement (VE) ;
13 end ;

In Algorithm 3 the vector of nodes is represented as V E. In line 3 a vector
of leaves is generated. In the for loop we are decoding a combination from
right to left. Numbers in the combination describe positions in the vector V E.
The join operator creates a new node with left and right child. After the join
operation the children are replaced with the new node (lines 8-10).

An example of the decoding process for n = 4 and combination11 ([0, 1, 1, 2])
is shown in Table 3. Every row represents one step in the decoding process. In
the first and second column, the current position (j) in the combination and
the combination are described. In the next column is the vector of nodes. In
the first step this vector is always filled with n + 1 leaves. The vector position
column (pos) is the current number from the combination and describes the
elements to be joined. In the last two columns we can see the nodes to be
joined and how the generated subtree looks like.
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j Combination11 Vector of pos Join New Node
elements-V E

3 [0, 1, 1,2] [e0, e1, e2, e3, e4] 2 e2 and e3

2 [0, 1,1, 2] [e0, e1, , e4] 1 e1 and

1 [0,1, 1, 2] [e0, , e4] 1 and e4

0 [0, 1, 1, 2] [e0, ] 0 e0 and

Table 3: Building full binary tree from combination11

All combinations for n = 4 and their underlying presentation are shown in
Figure 2.

4.2. Convex Polygon Triangulation

Triangulation is one of the most common problems in computer graphics [15].
The problem of finding all possible ways to divide a polygon with N sides
into triangles using non-intersecting diagonals is the oldest one which is related
with Catalan numbers [3]. Catalan number Cn describes the number of different
ways a convex polygon with n + 2 sides can be cut into triangles by connecting
vertices with straight lines.

The decoding algorithm from a combination into a polygon with triangu-
lation, is similar as we described for building full binary tree in Algorithm 3.
The vector of elements V E is now a vector of polygon sides. The join operator
makes a new diagonal between consecutive sides. The new diagonal replaces
the connecting sides. Because the last diagonal is already there, the for loop
can be shorter by one.

The decoding process for n = 4 and combination11 is shown in Table 4,
where pos represents vector index and p side position. In the beginning we have
a polygon without connecting sides. A combination describes a side connecting
order. The triangulation process iterates from the outside of the polygon to the
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inside.

pos Comb11 Vector of Current p Join New polygon
sides - V E polygon sides

3 [0, 1, 1,2] [e0, e1, e2, e3, e4] 2 e2 and e3

2 [0, 1, 1, 2] [e0, e1, (e2, e3), e4] 1 e1 and (e2, e3)

1 [0, 1, 1, 2] [e0, (e1, (e2, e3)), e4] 1 (e1, (e2, e3)) and e4

0 [0, 1, 1, 2] [e0, ((e1, (e2, e3))), e4)] 0 /

Table 4: Triangulation process from combination11

All combinations for n = 4 and their underlying presentation are shown in
Figure 2.

4.3. Monotonic Paths on an n × n Grid

In the field of path optimization different problems with monotonic paths exist,
see [10], [18]. Monotonic paths have the properties that starting points are
in the lower left corner, ending points are in the upper right corner, and all
edges point rightwards or upwards. Catalan number Cn describes the number
of different monotonic paths along the edges of a grid with n × n square cells,
which do not pass above the diagonal.

The decoding algorithm from a combination into a path is very simple.
Every number in a combination describes step right and its value the height of
a movement. The decoding process reads the combination from the left to the
right. The decoding process for n = 4 and combination11 is shown in Table 4.3.
The first step in the decoding process is always to move right (first row in the
table). The second move can be move right or move up and right. Because we
have a 1 in the second place, we move up and right. In the third step we move
just right (because we are already at height 1) and in the last step we move up
and right (since we have to reach height 2). At the end of decoding we need
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to move to the top of the grid by simple up moves (in our case two up moves)
(Table 4.3).

Vector Combination11 Current x y Grid with
index grid position position new path

0 [0, 1, 1, 2] 0 0

1 [0, 1, 1, 2] 1 1

2 [0, 1, 1, 2] 2 1

3 [0, 1, 1,2] 3 2

Table 5: Creating monotonic path from combination11

All combinations for n = 4 and their underlying presentation are shown in
Figure 2.

4.4. Tile a Stair Step Shape

As the last example the problem of tiling a stair step shape of height n with
n rectangles is chosen [5]. The decoding algorithm from a combination into a
stair step shape is similar to the one for building full binary tree in Algorithm
3. In the decoding process we have two new operations, create new tile and
join tiles. The created new tile (nt) is always a rectangle. The rectangle size
will be defined by its width (w) and height (h). The width is defined by size of
the left child (lc) and the height by the size of the right child (rc). Child size is
defined by the number of already joint elements. The size of starting elements
in V E is 1. The second step is joining lc, nt and rc. First we join lc and nt, in
such a way that we give nt at the top of lc (left line aligment), next we join rc

at right position (top line aligment). Joining elements with size 1 is skipped.

The decoding process for n = 4 and combination11 is shown in Table 4.4.
All combinations for n = 4 and their underlying presentation are shown in
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Figure 2.

j Comb11 Vector of pos Elements Size New Tile Join
elements w h

3[0, 1, 1, 2] [e0, e1, e2, e3, e4] 2 e2 and e3 1 1

2[0, 1,1, 2] [e0, e1, , e4] 1 e1 and 1 2

1[0, 1, 1, 2] [e0, , e4] 1 and e4 3 1

0[0, 1, 1, 2] [e0, ] 0 e0 and 1 4

Table 6: Tile a stair step from combination11

5. Conclusions

In this paper an efficient representation for computing Catalan combina-
tions is presented. Every possible solution is represented as an array of num-
bers, with some given limitations. For searching through Catalan space, two
algorithms were suggested. The first algorithm (setNextCombination) allows
us to calculate next possible solution from the current solution without rep-
etition of solutions. The second algorithm (createCombination) can create a
combination from an integer in such a way that two different integers can not
represent the same combination. Moreover, both algorithms are suitable for
parallel/distributed processing. Catalan numbers are solutions to many in-
teresting counting problems, such as the number of full binary trees, convex
polygon triangulation, monothonic paths, and tiling a stair step. In the paper
we show how our succinct representation can be mapped to all of these dif-
ferent problems. The presented approach was successfully implemented in the
research area of grammatical inference, where we were able to achieve speedup
by more than 100 times (before we used recursive algorithms) [4].
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i Combinationi Full binary Convex polygon Monotonic Tile
tree triangulation paths stair step

1 [0,0,0,0]

2 [0,0,0,1]

3 [0,0,0,2]

4 [0,0,0,3]

5 [0,0,1,1]

6 [0,0,1,2]

7 [0,0,1,3]

8 [0,0,2,2]

9 [0,0,2,3]

10 [0,1,1,1]

11 [0,1,1,2]
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i Combinationi Full binary Convex polygon Monotonic Tile
tree triangulation paths stair step

12 [0,1,1,3]

13 [0,1,2,2]

14 [0,1,2,3]

Figure 2: Catalan combinations for n = 4 and their domain presentation
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